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Dear Teacher,

Welcome to Homer - Instructor’s Guide B. Our hope is that this guide and answer 
key will provide just enough extra help for you to teach Homer with the student 
workbooks succesfully and comfortably.

The Homer instructor’s guides are different from previous guides, in that they are 
optional. When Homer - Student Workbook A became available, we received many 
comments from teachers who wanted to have an answer key before attempting to 
teach all the grammar and diagramming in Homer. And so, with the realization that 
an answer key is needed, we present you with this book. 

Deī gratiā,

Lene Jaqua, Carolyn Vance, and Kathy Weitz
April 2006

 Preface
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Please review pages 9-17 of Homer before you go any further, since it is 
foundational to this writing program.  Also, read pages 6-9 in Homer - Student 
Workbook B.

Welcome to Homer

We have divided the the lessons and writing projects from Homer book into two 
twenty-week student workbooks. The student should take two school years to work 
through Homer. This allows an additional twelve weeks each year for the study of 
poetry. The remaining four weeks of a typical school year may be spent writing for 
other subject areas, doing intensive grammar or language study, on field trips, or in 
some much needed “catch-up time”.    

You may study Poetry for Beginners, or if you have already completed that book, 
you may choose to continue in Intermediate Poetry.

Here is a sample schedule for using Homer in conjunction with Poetry for 
Beginners:

Year Fall Winter Spring
1 Homer - Student 

Workbook A 
Weeks 1-10

Poetry for Beginners - 
Student Workbook A 
Weeks 1-12

Homer - Student 
Workbook A 
Weeks 11-20

2 Homer -Student 
Workbook B 
Weeks 1-10

Poetry for Beginners - 
Student Workbook B         
Weeks 1-12

Homer - Student 
Workbook B    
Weeks 11-20

Homer - Student Workbook B was designed with the needs and abilities of an 
advancing writer, generally around 6th grade, in mind.  It can be used by a wide 
range of ages, however, depending on the needs of your student and his writing 
experience.  An older student could use it as a foundation for our next book, 
Diogenes: Maxim, by doubling or tripling the pace.  A younger student could be 
included with an older sibling by doing his work orally.

While the Homer student workbooks are designed to make the student more 
independent, this is not a course that a student should (or can!) teach himself.  
Your involvement in daily lessons is crucial to your student’s success.  This book 
does contain some tasks a student can perform on his own, particularly once 
routines have been established, but the Classical Writing series is designed for you 
to actively teach your student.

Introduction
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Materials

To complete Homer - Student Workbook B, you will need the following books:

Homer:  the original book containing all the theory, lessons, and 
information needed to teach this course.  

Homer - Student Workbook B (this book):  contains all the models 
used for the second twenty weeks of writing instruction and student 
workpages for all lessons and exercises. You will need one workbook per 
student.  

Harvey’s Elementary Grammar (or equivalent grammar text):  
This will be your student’s grammar theory book.  Lessons are scheduled 
in the weekly assignment lists to complete the grammar text which your 
student began in Homer - Student Workbook A.

Note:  All necessary models are all included in the student workbook as well as in 
this guide.
 
Additional Suggested Materials: 

Dictionaries: see suggestions in Aesop, p. 21.

Thesaurus: look at www.dictionary.com for an on-line source, or use Roget’s 
Thesaurus, which can be found in bookstores and libraries.

Three bound and lined composition notebooks for each student: A 
Copybook, a Grammar Notebook, and an optional Vocabulary Notebook.  
The particulars of this are discussed in the Preparation section of Homer - 
Student Workbook A.  If for some reason you do not have a copy of that 
workbook and your student has not set up his notebooks, you may email us 
(classicalwriting@att.net) and we will email you a pdf of the Preparation Week.

A typing instruction program: if your student has not yet mastered typing.  
It is suggested that your student type his compositions because it makes the 
editing process so much easier!  We recommend Typing Instructor, available 
from Timberdoodle (www.timberdoodle.com), or Jump Start Typing.

One three ring binder: for each student’s writing projects.

A few other supplies are also listed in the Preparation secition of Homer - 
Student Workbook A.

 Introduction
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Special Encouragement to the Teacher 

We want to encourage you, the teacher, to keep your own copybook.  This will 
benefit your student as he sees you setting an example of lifelong learning, and it 
will benefit you as you enjoy the beauty of language penned by some of the most 
gifted minds in history.

How to Use This Book

To simplify things, we will use some abbreviations and symbols in this instructor’s 
guide and the student workbook to refer to each of the component books in this 
series.
Here is a key:
 
 SW - Student Workbook
 IG  - Instructor’s Guide 
 Copybook is referred to by name 
 

 About those gray boxes in the SW that look like this:
 This box tells you to refer to Homer,  
 Skill Level 1, pages 24-26.

  SL1                 
  pp. 24-26

Introduction
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Instructor’s Guide:  Weekly Lesson Plans 

Each week begins with an Assignment Checklist.  This list is a copy of the 
Assignment Checklist found in the student workbook.  It is explained thoroughly on 
pages 8-9 of Homer - Student Workbook B.  The white area is the student’s weekly 
checklist, and the gray area is your weekly checklist.

Two things of note for the teacher are highlighted below. 

Notebook Quiz:  Each week, your student is instructed to have a notebook 
quiz.  This is a chance to assure yourself that your student is understanding 
and retaining the information from his grammar course.  You may make this 
as simple or elaborate as you prefer.  You may quiz your students orally, 
with only an occasional written quiz.  A sample Notebook Quiz is found at 
the end of this Introduction Section to give you an idea of how to structure 
the Notebook Quiz.

Teacher Preparation:  These are tasks you should complete to prepare for 
the week’s study.  The first instruction will always be to read or review the 
sections from Homer which will be covered that week.  All the information 
you need to teach the week’s lesson is found in the given sections of Homer.

In the teacher preparation section you will be advised to read background 
information on the author and model type, which can be found in Appendix 
A of this book.  In addition, you may wish to obtain copies of books where 
the stories are recorded.  There are many lovely illustrated editions of fairy 
tales, children’s stories, and Bible stories at bookstores or libraries.  Many 
of these stories are drawn from Yesterday’s Classics and are now available 
online or as illustrated paperbacks. (http://www.yesterdaysclassics.com)

On the second page, you will find the Weekly Model. The models are provided 
here so you have your own model to read and mark up. As part of this answer 
key, we have divided each model into scenes. This is NOT an exact science. 
Please understand that scene division choices can vary. Our choices are only 
there to guide you. If you prefer to divide the scenes up differently, do so.

The next section contains the Teacher Helps & Notes.  Here you will find 
the sentences for parsing and diagramming. The answers have been written, 
checked, and re-checked  to ensure that they are done correctly. If any of 
the answers do not make sense, please visit our message board at www.
lene.proboards15.com, and ask us. We do make mistakes and would love to 
be corrected, should you find an error. Also, we may be able to clear up any 
confusion if you cannot see how we arrived at a particular answer.

 Introduction
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Instructor’s Guide:  Appendices

Appendix A has background information on each author in Homer - 
Student Workbook B.

Appendix B is the Take Your Art With You section, designed to help apply 
the skills learned in Homer to models drawn from other reading of literature, 
Scripture, science, or history.  

Appendix C contains a copy of the Sentence Marking Conventions, found 
also in the student workbook, a sample Sentence Marking Conventions 
chart, and the Homer Editing Checklist.

A Suggestion for Ease of Use

You may find it helpful to use self-adhesive removable flags to mark the following 
pages in your instructor’s guide:

1.  The week you are currently studying
2.  The Utterance Chart 
3.  The Sentence Marking Conventions 

Copy the Parsing Chart on page 168 of Homer onto one side of a piece of cardstock, 
and the Sentence Marking Conventions onto the other side to use as a large 
bookmark in the student workbook.  You might laminate it after completing the 
Sentence Marking Conventions.  This provides a handy reference for completing the 
parsing and sentence marking exercises.

Final Notes

We have designed this book so that you can pick it up and begin teaching quickly.  
We hope that you will find it easy to use, and that it will help you and your student 
to enjoy grammar and composition.

If you have any questions about this guide or the student workbook, please contact 
us on the Classical Writing message boards at:
 
 www.classicalwriting.com/messageboard/

We would also love to hear your comments and suggestions!

Introduction
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Sample Notebook Quiz
This is an example of how I conduct a notebook quiz.  This example is the quiz 
I give after completion of the Theory work for Week 6 (Section 16 in Harvey’s 
Elementary Grammar).  

Oral review of Section 15-16
1.  What is the definition of a verb?
2.  What is an objective element?  
3.  What is a transitive verb?  Give a sentence with an example.
4.  What is an instranstive verb?  Give a sentence with an example.
5.  What is a copulative (linking) verb?  Give a sentence with an example.

Alternately, you could have your student write out each of those definitions, or you 
could give your student the definition, and have him tell or write the answer.

Oral review of previous weeks’ lessons
1.  What is a predicate?
2.  What is a subject?
3.  What are the two classes of nouns?  Give five examples of each.
4.  Name the parts of speech.
5.  Name the four classifications of sentences.  Give the definition of each one and
 an example for each.
6.  Parse the nouns in this sentence: The young man was a model of diligence.
 

Again, this could be a written quiz if you prefer. 

Your goal is to keep reviewing these concepts so that your student understands 
them and can identify them.

 Introduction
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Week 1  Scylla and Charbydis

Week 1 Assignment Checklist
Model:  Scylla and Charybdis

Th
eo

ry

Harvey’s Elementary Grammar    
 Section 32 (Relative Pronouns)
 Notebook:  relative pronoun, antecedent
 Oral quiz from Notebook 
 Written quiz from Notebook

Alt. Grammar Text 
_______________
_______________
_______________

A
n

al
ys

is
 &

 I
m

it
at

io
n

Day 1 ~ Reading & Understanding (Skill Level 6 Lesson 1)
   Reading routine and oral narration
   Analysis lesson with your teacher
   Number the paragraphs and divide the scenes

Day 2 ~ Words (Skill Level 6 Lesson 1-2)
   Verbals Lesson
   Parsing Review
   Dictation (can be done on any day)
   Vocabulary Analysis

Day 3 ~ Sentences (Skill Level 6 Lesson 1)
   Lesson with your teacher
   Do Shuffle Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Day 4 ~ Paragraphs (Skill Level 6 Routine)
   Copybook Assignment
   Paraphrase by Synonym Substitution (review)  

W
ri

ti
n

g
 P

ro
je

ct

Writing Project 6 
Begin your writing project on Day 1 after you have completed the Reading & 
Understanding portion of the lesson.  
   Step I.    Analyze
   Step II.   Plan 
   Step III.  Draft 
   Step IV.   Edit

   Writing Across the Curriculum project

Te
ac

h
er

 N
ot

es

Teacher Preparation
  Read the week's lesson and indicated sections from Homer.
  Read the model and author information.
  Note which grammar exercises the student is to do.  
  Choose vocabulary words, dictation, and copywork selections. 
  Assign a Writing Across the Curriculum project.  
Notes
On Day 4, the student reviews paraphrasing skills from Homer Student 
Workbook A.  If you feel there is a particular paraphrasing skill your student 
needs to work on, alter the assignment.
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Scylla and Charybdis
Padriac Colum

 And now Ulysses had to choose between two ways. One of them was through 
the Wandering Rocks. Circé had told him of these; that they were rocks which 
floated about in the sea, and that when any ship came near them they moved very 
fast through the water, and caught the ship between them and broke it up. So 
fast did they move that they caught even the birds as they flew. And Circé told 
him that only one ship had ever escaped them, and that this was the Argo, when 
the heroes went in it to fetch back the Golden Fleece. "This," said Circé, "was by 
the special favour of the gods, and because there were many children of the gods 
among the crew." So Ulysses thought it better not to try that way, though the 
other way was dreadful also. 
 After A while they sAw whAt looked like smoke going up from the seA, And heArd 
A greAt roAr of the wAves dAshing upon the rocks, for they were coming neAr to Another 
dAngerous plAce which circé hAd wArned them About. this wAs A nArrow plAce between 
the mAinlAnd And An islAnd. on the one side there wAs A cAve, in which there dwelt A 
terrible monster, scyllA by nAme, And on the other side there wAs A dreAdful whirlpool. 
if A ship ever got into thAt, it wAs sucked down to the bottom of the seA And never 
cAme up AgAin. Now, Circé had told Ulysses all about this place, and had told him 
what he should do. "It will be better," she had said, "to go near Scylla than to go 
near Charybdis; one or other of these two thou must do, for there is no room in the 
middle. It is true that Scylla will pounce down upon your ship when it comes within 
her reach, and will take out of it six men, one for each of the six heads which she 
has. But if you go too near to Charybdis then will your whole ship be swallowed up; 
and it is better to lose six men than that all should be drowned." And when Ulysses 
had said, "May I not take shield and spear and fight with this monster?" Circé had 
answered, "Thou art wonderfully bold; thou wouldst fight with the gods themselves. 
But be sure that thou canst not fight with Scylla; she is too strong for any man. 
And while you linger she will take six other men. No: fly from the place as fast as 
you can." So had Circé spoken to Ulysses, and he remembered what she had said; 
but he did not tell it to his companions, lest they should lose heart. 
 so now he bAde the steersmAn steer the ship As neAr As he could to thAt side 
of the strAit on which wAs scyllA's cAve. nevertheless, they went very close to the 
whirlpool. And A wonderful sight it wAs, for At one time you could see to the very 
bottom of the seA, And At Another the wAter seemed to boil up Almost to the top of the 
cliffs. Now, Ulysses had said nothing to his men about the monster on the other 
side, for he was afraid that if they knew about her they would not go on with their 
voyage. So they all stood and watched the whirlpool, and while they were doing this 
there came down upon the ship Scylla's dreadful hands, and caught up six of the 
crew, the bravest and strongest of them all. Ulysses heard them cry to him to help 
them, but he could do nothing to help them. And this, he used to say afterwards, 
was the very saddest thing that happened to him in all his troubles. 

Week 1  
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Teacher Helps & Notes

And Circé told him that only one ship had ever escaped them, and that this was the 
Argo.  

Word Part of 
Speech

Definition Classification Properties Role

Circe noun person proper 3rd singular subject

told verb action transitive 3rd sing. 
past main verb

one adjective how many definitive -- modifies 
“ship”

ship noun thing common 3rd singular
subject of 
subordinate 
clause

had escaped verb action transitive 3rd sing. 
past

verb in 
subordinate 
clause

was verb being linking 3rd sing. 
past

verb in 2nd 
subordinate 
clause

the adjective which one article -- modifies 
“Argo”

Argo noun thing proper 3rd singular SC

May I not take shield and spear and fight with this monster?
Word Part of 

Speech
Definition Classification Properties Role

May take verb action transitive 1st sing. 
pres. main verb

shield noun thing common 3rd singular
1st 
compound 
DO

spear noun thing common 3rd singular
2nd 
compound 
DO

(may) fight verb action intransitive 1st sing. 
pres. main verb

this adjective which one definitive -- modifies 
“monster”

monster noun thing common 3rd singular Object of 
prep. “with”

Week 1  Scylla and Charbydis
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Week 1  Scylla and Charbydis

On the one side there was a cave, in which there dwelt a terrible monster, Scylla by 
name, and on the other side there was a dreadful whirlpool.    

Word Part of 
Speech

Definition Classification Properties Role

the adjective which one article -- modifies 
“side”

one adjective which one definitive -- modifies 
“side”

side noun thing common 3rd singular object of 
prep. “on”

was verb being linking 3rd singular 
past tense main verb

a adjective which one article -- modifies 
“cave”

cave noun thing common 3rd singular subject

dwelt verb action intransitive 3rd singular 
past tense

verb in 
subordinate 
clause

a adjective which one article -- modifies 
“monster”

terrible adjective what kind descriptive -- modifies 
“monster”

monster noun thing common 3rd singular subject

Scylla noun thing peoper 3rd singular SC

name noun idea common 3rd singular object of 
prep. “by”

the adjective which one article -- modifies 
“side”

other adjective which one definitive -- modifies 
“side”

side noun thing common 3rd singular object of 
prep. “on”

was verb being linking 3rd singular 
past

verb of 
second 
main clause

a adjective which one article -- modifies 
“whirlpool”

dreadful adjective what kind descriptive -- modifies 
“whirlpool”

whirlpool noun thing common 3rd singular subject
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Week 1  Scylla and Charbydis

Model:  After a while they saw what looked like smoke going up from the sea, 

and heard a great roar of the waves dashing upon the rocks.

Diagram:

  they 

  while   a

   After

 saw ->

  heard --> roar  
 a

nd
what     looked         like

  smoke    g o i n g   up
   from

   sea.   the

    of
  waves   the

  d a shing   upon
  rocks.   the

    a
   great

Model:  So fast did they move that they caught even the birds as they flew.

Diagram:

 they  did move   fast
  So
  that

  they             caught --> birds   the
   even

  they                   flew.

 as

    of 

  air    the
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Week 10 Assignment Checklist
Model:  Pooh and Piglet Go Hunting

Th
eo

ry

Harvey’s Elementary Grammar    
 Section 43 
 Notebook: conjunction
 Oral quiz from Notebook 
 Written quiz from Notebook

Alt. Grammar Text 
_______________
_______________
_______________

A
n

al
ys

is
 &

 I
m

it
at

io
n

Day 1 ~ Reading & Understanding (Skill Level 8, Lesson 2)
   Reading routine and oral narration
   Analyze the weekly model for credibility

Day 2 ~ Words (Skill Level 8 Lesson 3)
   Lesson with your teacher
   Parsing and Imitation Exercises
   Dictation (can be done on any day)
   Vocabulary Analysis

Day 3 ~ Sentences (Skill Level 8 Lesson 1)
   Lesson with your teacher
   Do Shuffle Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Day 4 ~ Paragraphs (Skill Level 8 Lesson 2)
   Copybook Assignment
   Advanced Paraphrase by Subtraction

W
ri

ti
n

g
 P

ro
je

ct

Writing Project 8 
Begin your writing project on Day 1 after you have completed the Reading & 
Understanding portion of the lesson.  
   Step I.    Analyze
   Step II.   Plan 
   Step III.  Draft 
   Step IV.   Edit

   Writing Across the Curriculum project

Te
ac

h
er

 N
ot

es

Teacher Preparation
  Read this week’s lesson and the indicated sections from Homer.
  Read the model and author information.
  Note which grammar exercises the student is to do.  
  Choose vocabulary words, dictation, and copywork selections. 
  Choose a previous writing project to edit for credibility.  
  Assign a Writing Across the Curriculum project.

Notes  Your student will begin learning very important summarizing skills on Day 4 
this week. Be sure to allot sufficient time to practice this.  Have your student begin to 
use these skills in other subjects as well.
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Pooh And Piglet Go Hunting And Nearly Catch A Woozle
by A. A. Milne

 The Piglet lived in a very grand house in the middle of a beech-tree, 
and the beech-tree was in the middle of the forest, and the Piglet lived in the 
middle of the house. Next to his house was a piece of broken board which had: 
"TRESPASSERS W" on it. when christopher robin Asked the piglet whAt it meAnt, 
he sAid it wAs his grAndfAther's nAme, And hAd been in the fAmily for A long time. 
christopher robin sAid you couldn't be cAlled trespAssers w, And piglet sAid yes, you 
could, becAuse his grAndfAther wAs, And it wAs short for trespAssers will, which wAs 
short for trespAssers williAm. And his grAndfAther hAd hAd two nAmes in cAse he lost 
one--trespAssers After An uncle, And williAm After trespAssers. 
 "i've got two nAmes," sAid christopher robin cArelessly. 
 "well, there you Are, thAt proves it," sAid piglet. 
 One fine winter's day when Piglet was brushing away the snow in front of his 
house, he happened to look up, and there was Winnie-the-Pooh. Pooh was walking 
round and round in a circle, thinking of something else, and when Piglet called to 
him, he just went on walking.
 "hAllo!" sAid piglet, "whAt Are you doing?" 
 "hunting," sAid pooh. 
 "hunting whAt?" 
 "trAcking something," sAid winnie-the-pooh very mysteriously. 
 "trAcking whAt?" sAid piglet, coming closer 
 "thAt's just whAt i Ask myself. i Ask myself, whAt?" 
 "whAt do you think you'll Answer?" 
 "i shAll hAve to wAit until i cAtch up with it," sAid winnie-the-pooh. "now, 
look there." he pointed to the ground in front of him. "whAt do you see there?" 
 "trAcks," sAid piglet. "pAw-mArks." he gAve A little squeAk of excitement.  "oh, 
pooh! do you think it's A--A--A woozle?" 
 "it mAy be," sAid pooh. "sometimes it is, And sometimes it isn't. you never cAn 
tell with pAw- mArks." 
 With these few words he went on tracking, and Piglet, after watching him 
for a minute or two, ran after him. Winnie-the-Pooh had come to a sudden stop, and 
was bending over the tracks in a puzzled sort of way. 
 "What's the matter?" asked Piglet. 
 "It's a very funny thing," said Bear, "but there seem to be two animals now. 
This--whatever-it-was--has been joined by another--whatever-it-is-- and the two 
of them are now proceeding in company. Would you mind coming with me, Piglet, in 

Week 10 Pooh and Piglet Go Hunting
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case they turn out to be Hostile Animals?" 
 Piglet scratched his ear in a nice sort of way, and said that he had nothing to 
do until Friday, and would be delighted to come, in case it really was a Woozle. 
 "You mean, in case it really is two Woozles," said Winnie-the-Pooh, and Piglet 
said that anyhow he had nothing to do until Friday. 
 so off they went together. there wAs A smAll spinney of lArch trees just here, 
And it seemed As if the two woozles, if thAt is whAt they were, hAd been going round 
this spinney; so round this spinney went pooh And piglet After them; piglet pAssing 
the time by telling pooh whAt his grAndfAther trespAssers w hAd done to remove 
stiffness After trAcking, And how his grAndfAther trespAssers w hAd suffered in 
his lAter yeArs from shortness of breAth, And other mAtters of interest, And pooh 
wondering whAt A grAndfAther wAs like, And if perhAps this wAs two grAndfAthers 
they were After now, And, if so, whether he would be Allowed to tAke one home And keep 
it, And whAt christopher robin would sAy. And still the trAcks went on in front of 
them.... 
 Suddenly Winnie-the-Pooh stopped, and pointed excitedly in front of him. 
"Look!" 
 "What?" said Piglet, with a jump. And then, to show that he hadn't been 
frightened, he jumped up and down once or twice more in an exercising sort of way. 
 "The tracks!" said Pooh. "A third animal has joined the other two!" "Pooh!" 
cried Piglet "Do you think it is another Woozle?" 
 "No," said Pooh, "because it makes different marks. It is either Two 
Woozles and one, as it might be, Wizzle, or Two, as it might be, Wizzles and one, if 
so it is, Woozle. Let us continue to follow them." 
 So they went on, feeling just a little anxious now, in case the three animals 
in front of them were of hostile intent. And piglet wished very much thAt his 
grAndfAther t. w. were there, insteAd of elsewhere, And pooh thought how nice it 
would be if they met christopher robin suddenly but quite AccidentAlly, And only 
becAuse he liked christopher robin so much. And then, All of A sudden, winnie-the-
pooh stopped AgAin, And licked the tip of his nose in A cooling mAnner, for he wAs 
feeling more hot And Anxious thAn ever in his life before. there were four AnimAls in 
front of them! 
 "do you see, piglet? look At their trAcks! three, As it were, woozles, And one, 
As it wAs, wizzle. Another woozle hAs joined them!" 
 And so it seemed to be. There were the tracks; crossing over each other 
here, getting muddled up with each other there; but, quite plainly every now and 
then, the tracks of four sets of paws. 
 "I think," said Piglet, when he had licked the tip of his nose too, and 
found that it brought very little comfort, "I think that I have just remembered 
something. I have just remembered something that I forgot to do yesterday and 
sha'n't be able to do to-morrow. So I suppose I really ought to go back and do it 
now." 

Week 10 Pooh and Piglet Go Hunting
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 "We'll do it this afternoon, and I'll come with you," said Pooh. 
 "It isn't the sort of thing you can do in the afternoon," said Piglet quickly. 
"It's a very particular morning thing, that has to be done in the morning, and, if 
possible, between the hours of What would you say the time was?" 
 "About twelve," said Winnie-the-Pooh, looking at the sun. 
 "Between, as I was saying, the hours of twelve and twelve five. So, really, 
dear old Pooh, if you'll excuse me-- What's that." 
 Pooh looked up at the sky, and then, as he heard the whistle again, he looked 
up into the brAnches of A big oAk-tree, And then he sAw A friend of his. 
 "it's christopher robin," he sAid. 
 "Ah, then you'll be All right," sAid piglet. 
 "you'll be quite sAfe with him. good-bye," And he trotted off home As quickly As 
he could, very glAd to be out of All dAnger AgAin. 
 Christopher Robin came slowly down his tree. 
 "Silly old Bear," he said, "what were you doing? First you went round the 
spinney twice by yourself, and then Piglet ran after you and you went round again 
together, and then you were just going round a fourth time" 
 "Wait a moment," said Winnie-the-Pooh, holding up his paw. 
 He sat down and thought, in the most thoughtful way he could think. Then he 
fitted his paw into one of the Tracks . . . and then he scratched his nose twice, and 
stood up. 
 "Yes," said Winnie-the-Pooh. 
 "I see now," said Winnie-the-Pooh. 
 "I have been Foolish and Deluded," said he, "and I am a Bear of No Brain at 
All." 
 "You're the Best Bear in All the World," said Christopher Robin soothingly. 
 "Am I?" said Pooh hopefully. And then he brightened up suddenly. 
 "Anyhow," he said, "it is nearly Luncheon Time." 
 So he went home for it.

Teacher Helps & Notes

With these few words he went on tracking, and Piglet, after watching him for a 
minute or two, ran after him.  

Word Part of 
Speech

Definition Classification Properties Role

these adjective which ones definitive -- modifies 
“words”
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Word Part of 
Speech

Definition Classification Properties Role

few adjective how many descriptive -- modifies 
“words”

words noun thing common 3rd plural object of 
prep. “with”

he pronoun Pooh personal 3rd singular subject

went verb action intransitive 3rd singular 
past tense main verb

on adverb modifies 
verb where -- modifies 

“went”

tracking verbal to track participle present subject 
complement

Piglet noun person proper 3rd singular subject

watching verbal to watch gerund present 
tense

object of 
prep. “after”

him pronoun Pooh personal 3rd singular DO

a adjective which one article -- modifies 
“minute”

minute noun idea common 3rd singular object of 
prep. “for”

two adjective how many definitive -- modifies 
“minute”

ran verb action intransitive 3rd singular 
past tense main verb

him pronoun Pooh personal 3rd singular object of 
prep. “by”

Winnie-the-Pooh stopped again, and licked the tip of his nose in a cooling manner. 
Word Part of 

Speech
Definition Classification Properties Role

Winnie-the-
Pooh noun person proper 3rd singular subject

stopped verb action intransitive 3rd singular 
past tense main verb

again adverb modifies 
verb when -- modifies 

“stopped”

licked verb action transitive 3rd singular 
past tense main verb

the adjective which one article -- modifies “tip”

tip noun thing common 3rd singular DO
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Week 10 Pooh and Piglet Go Hunting
Word Part of 

Speech
Definition Classification Properties Role

his pronoun stands in 
for “Pooh” possessive 3rd singular adjectival, 

modifies “nose”

nose noun thing common 3rd singular object of prep. 
“of”

a adjective which one article -- modifies 
“manner”

cooling verbal to cool participle present 
tense

modifies 
“manner”

manner noun idea common 3rd singular object of prep. 
“in”

Model:  So they went on, feeling just a little anxious now, in case the three animals 

in front of them were of Hostile Intent.

Diagram: So

  they         went   on

  f e e l i n g    = anxious
     now,

    little   just

   a

          in case

  animals    were =    the
   three

        in  front

  Intent.

   of
   Hostile

   of
  them

Model:  To show that he hadn’t been frightened, he jumped up and down once or 

twice in an exercising sort of way.

Diagram:   he             jumped

  he     had been frightened   n’t

        up

    down
 and    or

      once

   twice

   in

  sort   an

 e x e r c ising

   of
  way.

 show -->

               To


